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Lord Miles Vorkosigan, youngest Imperial Auditor to be appointed by the Emperor since the Time of

Isolation, has a problem all his new power can't solve: unrequited love for the beautiful Vor widow

Ekaterin Vorsoisson. Ekaterin is violently allergic to marriage as a result of her first exposure. --This

text refers to the Mass Market Paperback edition.
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Being a long time reader of Ms. Bujolds work I was very excited when the book came out..not

having expected another for some time. So I was somewhat disappointed with the slow start of the

novel. But confident that Ms. Bujold would continue in her habit of writing excellent books with a

lavish touch of humor and a wry sensible wisdom I bent my eyes to the page and continued...What

a MISTAKE! Shortly afterwards..perhaps 1/4 to 1/3 of the way into the novel it did the usual trick that

Miles Vorkosigan books perform...it grabbed hold and wouldnt let go for love, money, or lack of

sleep. Needless to say...I finished it in one night.The book picks up perhaps 3-6 months after the

last book left off..at this point while the novel *might* be understandble from a stand-alone point I

wouldnt count on it..go back and read the others..starting from Shards of Honor...or if you're

pressed for time from Warriors Apprentice...trust me..you wont be sorry you did. Whee! Run-on

sentences are so much fun! At any rate Miles is preparing for two distinctly different campaigns..the

wooing of Ekaterin Vorsoisson, a young widow introduced in the previous book, Komarr, and



plotting his assault on the bastions of power..namely inserting himself into the political process of

Barrayar. Taking on either of these tasks might be considered foolhardy for your average human

being..and taking them both together sheer hubris..but if there is one thing Miles posesses it is

hubris.The book then wends its way through the slow build-up..starting to pick up speed as Miles

attemps to woo Ekaterin..without telling her about it. This tactic brings about a crashing

defeat..ushering in the second half of the book. At this point the action begins to pick up..

Bujold does it again, absoluotly priceless.Haveing read Warrior's Apprentice when first published I

have to say that Bujold is one of three authors I would reccomend as must read SF. (Harry

Harrison's Stailess Steel Rat series and C J Cherryh's Company , Chanur, and Foriegner series are

the others).I loved Warrior's Apprentice. I fell in love with the series at the epilouge of Shards of

Honor. (made me cry, no BS... and me a { now former}soldier ). Fans of swashbuckling space opera

may be a bit put off by the lack of violence but it's a nice change of pace from so much of the tripe

that is out there. The dinner scene was priceless. "should prove popular with the...Miles, WHAT has

that animal got in it's mouth..." had me in tears. I should have known better than to take a Bujold

book to work. How does Bujold do it? How does a mom of two in MN write so damn convincinyly in

the mind of not only a certain pint sized Imperial Auditor but all the other charactors in this book and

the past ones? (Mark on Jackson's Whole..) To the detractors of this book: All I can say is please go

out immediately and buy up Cordelia's Honor (Shards of Honor and Barrayar all in one) and Young

Miles (first three Miles books) and get back to me. Better yet, finish up with Brothers in Arms, Mirror

Dance, ( how did she get the multiple personality part so right?) Memory and Komarr. Then get back

to me. This book is so rich with bits from the past books I could have died."Her parents looked

nothing so much like, hmmm... like two teenagers caught screwing on the living room couch."

Priceless.One worrysome note, I hope Bujold doesn't end the Vorkosigan series here. One thing I'd

like to see is stories of the "history" of Barrayar.
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